Tubular Lockset Installation Instructions

1. Using template, mark holes at the desired height above floor.
2. Drill a 1” (25 mm) diameter hole in the door edge.
3. Drill side hole at the desired backset. (Drill from both sides to avoid splintering.)
4. Mortise door edge for latch front and fasten face plates with two supplied screws.
5. TO INSTALL STRIKE: Mark height line on door jamb opposite center of latch. Drill 1” diameter hole with a minimum depth in the jamb of 1/2”. Place strike over the hole and trace the outline. Mortise, position and fasten with two screws.

PASSAGE FUNCTION:

1. Position support housing on latch from exterior. (RW Models)
2. Insert exterior lever/rose assembly into door (through support housing if supplied).
3. Fasten from interior with two mounting bolts through interior lever rose assembly. Spring loaded spindle should engage hubs from each side.
4. Place rose cover over interior rose.
5. Align interior knob/bushing assembly, engage spindle in hub and thread knob bushing into interior rose. Tighten with spanner wrench.

PRIVACY FUNCTION:

1. Screw locking button into threaded locking button hole in latch from interior.
2. Install support housing from exterior if supplied, then insert exterior lever/rose.
3. Fasten interior lever/rose to posts with locking button protruding through round hole. Make sure that exterior and interior spindles engage the latch hubs.
4. Tighten screws, align interior and exterior rose covers with openings coinciding with locking button, then snap on.
5. Thread knob/bushing assembly into interior rose and tighten with spanner wrench. Make sure that exterior and interior spindles engage the latch hubs.

Lever / Rose Installation

PASSAGE FUNCTION:

1. Position support housing on latch from exterior. (RW Models)
2. Insert exterior lever/rose assembly into door (through support housing if supplied).
3. Fasten from interior with two mounting bolts through interior lever rose assembly. Spring loaded spindle should engage hubs from each side.
4. Line up notches with snap on rose cover and press on.

PRIVACY FUNCTION:

1. Screw locking button into threaded locking button hole in latch from interior.
2. Install support housing from exterior if supplied, then insert exterior lever/rose.
3. Fasten interior lever/rose to posts with locking button protruding through round hole. Make sure that exterior and interior spindles engage the latch hubs.
4. Tighten screws, align interior and exterior rose covers with openings coinciding with locking button, then snap on.

Knob / Rose Installation

PASSAGE FUNCTION:

1. Position support housing on latch from exterior. (RW Models)
2. Insert exterior knob/rose assembly into door (through support housing if supplied).
3. Fasten from interior with two mounting bolts through interior rose. Spring loaded spindle should engage exterior hub.
4. Place rose cover over interior rose.
5. Align interior knob/bushing assembly, engage spindle in hub and thread knob bushing into interior rose. Tighten with spanner wrench.

PRIVACY FUNCTION:

1. Screw locking button into threaded locking button hole in latch from interior.
2. Install support housing if supplied, from exterior then insert exterior knob/rose, with round hole coinciding with locking button.
3. Fasten interior rose to studs with locking button protruding through round hole.
4. Tighten screws, align interior rose cover with opening for locking button and snap on.
5. Thread knob/bushing assembly into interior rose and tighten with spanner wrench. Make sure that exterior and interior spindles engage the latch hubs.